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Abstract: Document sharing is probably the most seasoned use of the web. One method of sharing documents online is for 

a client to transfer records to a typical space on the web and others client check download the records from the normal 

web space. The goal of this task was to plan a disconnected document sharing framework where clients can transfer records 

and different clients can download them. This undertaking is tied in with sending Data without utilizing Internet or 

Bluetooth in light of the fact that nowadays Smart telephones gaining the entire world through Android os where one uses 

applications to satisfy their necessities. Yet, for sending SMS or Data possibly they should send message by ordinary way 

or by utilizing E-mail or Apps. This application chips away at a similar worldview as E-mail does. What occur if Internet 

Balance get completed sadly at when the individual in question is in extraordinary need of that, than one can't send 

information from any application , around then this application can be end up being a shelter for the individual, once in a 

while Government needs to send rules through E-mail to their workers, townspeople and so on or any Catastrophe happens 

than Doctors could help individuals by sending rules where for the most part web association not accessible by then of time 

this application can be productive and one can send records through sms to distant territory too. With this minimal expense 

application a client can send Attached document like .txt, .pdf, .doc and so on with greatest characters when contrasted 

with typical SMS. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION   

The proposed system Even in portable we can send sound, video slides and so on too implies sending information turns out to be 

simple through MMS (Multi Media Services).In a similar way we can likewise send text record with compacted arrangement to 

the beneficiary without utilizing web or Bluetooth utilizing this application where charges will be deducted according to support 

providers.Now among the few highlights there is one component named SMS in which humungous applications has been created 

and as yet tallying. Among them one is mine called "Information Transfer without utilizing Internet or Bluetooth", in which our 

fundamental center is to send information like content record by appending it to the catch very much like in E-mail. Furthermore, 

send it to the distantly present beneficiary. There is one more saying of mine is that the charge deducted from the equilibrium of 

the client should be ostensible methods sending the message utilizing this application causes ordinary message charge derivation. 

Also, it considers the quantity of message has been sent.With the consistently developing PC networks it has become moving 

position for an IT expert to deal with the organization assets and checking all framework is troublesome errand. In such conditions, 

it turns into a managerial assignment of observing arrangement of need. The Remote Host Monitoring System is an Application 

Software, which help us to observing the clients distantly on LAN. The primary advantage of this product is that an executive can 

sit on worker PC and can see the insights regarding the client's PC associated with his framework. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Vitri Tundjungsari [1] it proposes the approach for exchanging of information at the emergency condition. They have 

used the efficient methods for information distribution and collection. It supports the best coordination and the cooperation of peer-

to-peer concept. This approach focuses the reputation-based trust management of file sharing to minimizing the time wasting in 

the download of poor quality file. 

              This paper [2] discusses the Perform Trust – to bring the intensive trust based model for the group of peer’s trustworthiness 

for high performance. It compares the performance of feedback history and to evaluate the current performance of the system. This 

work provides the virtual domain for all peers to collect the information of current peer’s performance and assessing the 

trustworthiness. It also increases the effectiveness and benefits of file sharing. 

 

Ali Fattahol man an, Hamid R. Rabiee [3] this work is mainly focused on the large-scale PieceAttacks beside numerous 

real BitTorrent networks, and they observed that the success of attack in extends to the download time for file sharing with the 

targeted networks. It handles the large number of resources like the contents which is in public distribution for copy right and 

BitTorrent networks beside Piece-Attack. In long term periods, the Piece-Attacks are not able to calculate in the BitTorrent 

networks. 

 

Martin Matzner, Friedrich Chasin [4] it focuses on the electric vehicles (EVs) charging infrastructure. To solve the problem 

of charging of EVs they have used the peer-to-peer sharing and collaborative consumption methods. It describes the approach of 

information technology based peer-topeer services and research action. It uses the novel application for the sharing financial system. 
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The main goal of this work is to go forward to find the solution of EVs and discussion of the predominantly infrastructure-creating 

(PIC). 

 

Takashi Yajima, Hiroki Ushikubo [5] this paper assess the trustworthiness of the nodes participated in the P2P systems 

and finds the malicious nodes behavior by using the reputation aggregation scheme. This method collects the local scores of each 

transaction and finds the global scores for the reliable communication between peers. This paper also focuses the newly joining 

peers of reputation scores used by NP Trust. 

 

n. Yipeng  Zhou, Tom Z. J. Fu, and Dah Ming Chiu [6] in this paper, they point out and explain the main difference 

between many studies to serve user requests based on the scheduling of peers, and then it performs the different scheduling to lead 

the “optimal” replication methods. The proposed unique request scheduling model is used to describe the maximum no of peers 

that are used to serve a request. This model of scheduling is called Fair Sharing with Bounded Degree. By using this unique model 

is compared to various replication approaches for number of degree bounds and it observes how and why various replication 

methods are special depending upon the degree. The proposed system is also proposing a distributed replication algorithm and to 

describe this algorithm is possible to settle itself for good working of scheduling in different degrees. 

 

III.DRAWBACKS OF EXISTING SYSTEM 

 No channel closeness-based chunk-pushing strategy. 

 Computation time – high. 

 It does not control other attacks. 

 Difficult to solve free-riding problem. 

 Implementation is complex. 

 Not focused on the other methods. 

 

IV. NEED OF PROPOSED SYSTEM 

  In this rushed timetable individuals needs everything on time whether to arrive at some place or correspondence, for 

correspondence they use web or versatile. Best source in web to move information or text record is Email where one can send 

numerous document to the beneficiary of various expansions simultaneously. Furthermore, this offices are likewise given to the 

Cell phones too exactly the same thing which we can do in computers.So,In this proposed framework we divide the record among 

the frameworks without web utilizing distributed organization. 

 

V. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Online Record Sharing is practice of dividing documents between various clients across the web. Regular types of 

document sharing are FTP (Record Move Convention) model and P2P (Distributed) record sharing organization. Another basic 

type of sharing documents over the web is for a client to transfer records to a site and permit different clients to download themfrom 

the site. There are a ton of issues to consider when growing such a site. 

 

VI. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

 
Fig -1: System Architecture Diagram  

The proposed system Even in versatile we can send sound, video slides and so forth also implies sending information turns out to 

be simple by means of MMS (Multi Media Services).In a similar way we can likewise send text document with packed 

configuration to the beneficiary without utilizing web or Bluetooth utilizing this application where charges will be deducted 

according to specialist organizations. Presently among the few highlights there is one element named SMS in which humungous 

applications has been created and as yet tallying. Among them one is mine called "Information Move without utilizing Web or 

Bluetooth", in which our fundamental center is to send information like content record by joining it to the catch actually like in 

Email. Also, send it to the distantly present beneficiary. There is one more proverb of mine is that the charge deducted from the 
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equilibrium of the client 12 Record partaking in shared without Interne should be ostensible methods sending the message utilizing 

this application causes typical message charge derivation. Also, it considers the quantity of message has been sent. 

 

VII. APPLICATIONS OF PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 It is user friendly  

 Speed and accuracy is increased  

 Fully automated.  

 Security is provided with user authentication  

 Duplication of information is avoided. 

 No need of Internet for monitoring.  

 Provides various controls of user system.  

 Additional functionality of Message send/broadcast. 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
This System we proposed that sending .txt, .pdf, .doc etc types of files could be boon for the world because one could send files 

even when there is shortage of internet balance, Government could send their guidelines using this system to their employees, 

doctors could send guidelines to the catastrophic area, remote areas like villages etc. 
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